
FEED THE FARMER.

FEED YOUR NEIGHBOR.

FEED YOURSELF.

NEW 
Milk and Dark 
Tasting Flights!
Experience delicious Peruvian origin 
cacao in two different carefully 
crafted chocolate tasting flights.



DARK FLIGHT
Explore the complexity of Peruvian cacao in three 
distinctively smooth dark chocolate bars. 
Flavors include:

85% Single Varietal Contamana Cacao - 2022 
sofi™ award-winning, and single-origin chocolate from 
Quillabamba, in the Cusco valley of Peru. 

61% Smoked Alaskan Sea Salt - Made by smoking 
Alaska pure salt flakes over burning Alder wood, this 
unique ingredient lends a complex yet balanced flavor 
to our smooth 61% Peruvian dark cacao chocolate. 

72% Black Fig Pistachio - Fig leads in the flavor 
profile with some subtle savory nut and mellow dark 
cherry notes. The pistachio delivers a light bitterness, 
very soft and complementary to the sweet fig. 

Each chocolate bar in this flight delivers a unique 
experience with varying levels of cacao, flavor depth, 
and balanced flavor combinations. Enjoy three exquisite 
dark chocolates in this unexpected, sensory and smooth 
chocolate flight!

NON-GMO PROJECT VERIFIED  •  GLUTEN-FREE  •  VEGAN  •  KOSHER

MILK FLIGHT
Experience three unique flavor combinations in this 
high percentage cacao milk chocolate tasting flight 
from the Rupa Rupa region of Peru. Flavors include:

Mango Plantain - Awarded GOLD in 2021 by the 
Chocolate Alliance. Diced mango and plantain chips 
are clarified with a pinch of sea salt, and a dash of 
habanero delivers a piquant finish that lingers at the 
back of the tongue. 

Edamame Sea Salt - Inspired by Asian Fusion 
cuisine, we add crunchy, toasted edamame to a 
creamy dark milk chocolate. 

Crisp Quinoa Sesame - An unexpected 
combination of quinoa and toasted sesame will 
transform perceptions of the classic chocolate crisp. 

Together they deliver a sweet, salty, and undeniably 
satisfying adventure in 47% cacao dark milk chocolate. 
Most milk chocolates don’t taste much like cacao, but 
you can pick up on its unique fruity notes in our milk 
flight which is both interesting and delicious. Enjoy 
three new flavors in this unexpected and creamy milk 
chocolate flight!

NON-GMO  •  GLUTEN-FREE  •  KOSHER

item number: 480449
item size: 3oz | item count: 6ct

800-334-3600
wholesale.seattlechocolate.com

SUSTAINABLE
PRACTICES

WOMEN
OWNED

BAR ENVELOPES & OUTER 
WRAPS ARE RECYCLABLE
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